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Dates of full-text availability range from title to title. Most titles listed have the current issues as well as several years back-file available.

3G technology, Markets and Business Strategies
Access control & security systems integration
ACM computing surveys
ACM guide to computing literature
ACM journal of computer documentation
ACM journal of experimental algorithmics
ACM journal on emerging technologies in computing systems
ACM queue
ACM transactions on algorithms
ACM transactions on applied perception
ACM transactions on architecture and code optimization
ACM transactions on Asian language information processing
ACM transactions on computational logic
ACM transactions on computer systems
ACM transactions on computer-human interaction
ACM transactions on database systems
ACM transactions on design automation of electronic systems
ACM transactions on embedded computing systems
ACM transactions on graphics
ACM transactions on information and system security
ACM transactions on information systems
ACM transactions on Internet technology
ACM transactions on mathematical software
ACM transactions on modeling and computer simulation
ACM transactions on multimedia computing communications and applications
ACM transactions on office information systems
ACM transactions on programming languages and systems
ACM transactions on sensor networks
ACM transactions on software engineering and methodology
ACM transactions on speech and language processing
ACM transactions on storage
Advances in complex systems
America's Intelligence Wire
America's network
Annals of the history of computing
Appropriate technology
AS/400 systems management
Ascent technology magazine : ATM
Asia computer weekly
Asia-Pacific Mobile Communications Report
AsiaPacific telecom
Asia-Pacific telecommunications
AT&T technology
Automation systems Integrator Yearbook
Bank network news
Bank network news : Special issue
Bank systems + technology
Bank technology news
Behavior research methods, instruments, & computers
Behaviour & information technology
Bell Labs technical journal
Berkeley technology law journal
Bestwire
Boston University journal of science & technology law
British journal of educational technology
Broad Band Access 2002
Broadband Business Forecast
Broadband Business Report
Broadband Local Access Sourcebook
Broadband Media
Broadband Residential Internet Access Industry Profile: France
Broadband technology news
Broadband week
Broadcast engineering (English ed.)
Broadcast Engineering News
Broadcast Engineering News (Australia)
Broadcast (Toronto)
Broadcasting & cable
Broadcasting & Cable TV Industry Profile: Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting & cable's digital television
Broadcasting & cable's TV international
Broadcasting (Washington, D.C. 1957)
Broadcasting abroad
Broadcasting and telecommunications
BT technology journal
Building services engineering research & technology
Bulletin of the American Society for Information Science and technology
Business forms, labels & systems
Business researchers network
Cable & Satellite Asia
Cable & satellite Europe
Cable & Satellite Express
Cable & Satellite TV Industry Profile: Austria
Cable availis
Cable Business International
Cable Europe
Cable Operators Industry Profile: Spain
Cable T.V. and new media law & finance
Cable vision
Cable world
Cablefax (Denver, Colo.)
Cablefax Daily
CableFAX's CableWORLD
CableFAX's pay-tv today
Cableoptics newsletter
Cables Industry Profile: Asia-Pacific
Cabling installation & maintenance
CAD/CAM update
CADalyst (Eugene, Or.)
Call Center
Call center CRM solutions
Call center magazine
Call center product news
Call center solutions
Call Center Solutions Teleservices Outsourcing Directory
Campus-wide information systems
Canadian journal of information and library science
Canadian journal of science, mathematic and technology information
Card technology
CD computing news
CDROM databases
CD-ROM professional
Cellular & mobile international
Cellular business
CEO Wire
China business information network
China IT and telecom report
CIO (Framingham, Mass.)
CIO insight
CIO Insight.com
Circuit world
CircuiTree (Santa Clara, Calif.)
Circuits assembly
Client server news
Client/server computing
Clinical data management
Columbia Science and technology Law Review
Communicate (High Wycombe)
Communication (Brisbane, Australia)
Communication abstracts
Communication law and policy
Communication monographs
Communication quarterly
Communication reports (Pullman, Wash.)
Communication studies
Communication systems design
Communication world (San Francisco, Calif.)
Communications and electronic report
Communications and the law
Communications international
Communications news (Geneva, Ill.)
Communications of the ACM
Communications of the Association for information systems
Communications of the Association for information systems
Communications technology
Communications technology's pipeline
Communications today
compute (Greensboro)
computer & Communications Decisions
computer & Electronics Retail Industry Profile: Global
computer & Internet lawyer
computer (Long Beach, Calif.)
computer Active
computer artist
computer assisted language learning
computer business review incorporating information strategy
computer cases
computer Column
computer conference analysis newsletter
computer dealer news (1990)
computer Decisions
computer decisions (1969)
computer design (Winchester)
computer design's electronic systems technology & design
computer economics report
computer Equipment Industry Yearbook
computer fraud & security bulletin
computer gaming world
computer graphics
computer graphics forum
computer graphics world
High technology business
High technology law journal
Hispanic engineer and information technology
History & computing
History and technology
Home office computing
Hospitals & health networks
Human communication research
Human systems management
Human-computer interaction
I.T. magazine (Toronto)
I/S analyzer
I/S analyzer Case Studies
IBM journal of research and development
IBM systems journal
IEE proceedings. Circuits, devices, and systems
IEE proceedings. Communications
IEE proceedings. computers and digital techniques
IEE proceedings. Control theory and applications
IEE proceedings. Electric power applications
IEE proceedings. Generation, transmission, and distribution
IEE proceedings. Microwaves, antennas, and propagation
IEE proceedings. Nanobiotechnology
IEE proceedings. Optoelectronics
IEE proceedings. Radar, sonar, and navigation
IEE proceedings. Software
IEE proceedings. Vision, image, and signal processing
IEE review
IEEE annals of the history of computing
IEEE communications magazine
IEEE computer graphics and applications
IEEE concurrency
IEEE design & test of computers
IEEE distributed systems online
IEEE expert
IEEE intelligent systems
IEEE intelligent systems & their applications
IEEE internet computing
IEEE MICRO
IEEE multimedia
IEEE network
IEEE pervasive computing
IEEE security & privacy
IEEE software
IEEE spectrum
IEEE transactions on computers
IEEE transactions on dependable and secure computing
IEEE transactions on engineering management
IEEE transactions on knowledge and data engineering
IEEE transactions on mobile computing
IEEE transactions on parallel and distributed systems
IEEE transactions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence
IEEE transactions on software engineering
IEEE transactions on visualization and computer graphics
IEEE/ACM transactions on computational biology and bioinformatics
IEEE/ACM transactions on networking
Industrial management + data systems
Info - Prod Research (Middle East)
Info (Cambridge, England)
Infoeconomist
Infomatics
Infoprod
INFOR, information systems and operational research
Inform (Silver Spring, Md.)
Information & communications technology law
Information & management
Information & systems engineering
Information advisor
Information age (Bath)
Information and software technology
Information bulletin
Information design journal
Information executive (Association of information technology Professionals)
Information executive (Park Ridge, Ill.)
Information freeway report
Information infrastructure and policy
Information intelligence online newsletter
Information intelligence, online libraries, and microcomputers
Information knowledge systems management
Information management
Information management & computer security
Information management journal
Information outlook
Information polity
Information resources management journal
Information retrieval (Boston)
Information searcher
Information security
Information services & use
Information society
Information strategy
Information studies (Madras, India)
information systems and e-business management
information systems auditor
information systems frontiers
information systems journal (Oxford, England)
information systems management
information systems research
information systems security
information technologies and international development
information technology & people (West Linn, Or.)
information technology and libraries
information technology and management
information technology for development
information technology in childhood education annual
information technology newsletter (Harrisburg, Pa.)
information technology, learning, and performance journal
Information today
Information visualization
Information world review
Information, communication & society
InformationWeek (Manhasset, N.Y.)
INFORMS journal on computing
Infosystems
Info-tech advisor newsletter
Infotech update (New York, N.Y.)
InfoTrend
InfoWorld
InfoWorld Daily
InfoWorld.com
Instrumentation & control systems
Instrumentation science & technology
Insurance & technology
Insurance networking
Insurance networking & data management
Insurance networking news
Insurance systems bulletin
Integrate computer-aided engineering
Integrated telecommunication Services Industry Profile: Global
Intel technology journal
Intellekt (New York)
Intellectual property & technology law journal
Intelligence (New York, N.Y. : 1999)
Intelligencer journal
Intelligent data analysis
Intelligent network news
Intelligent systems in accounting, finance & management
Inter@ctive week
Interface-Customer Support technology
Interfaces (Providence)
International journal for technology in mathematics education
International journal of advanced manufacturing technology
International journal of agile management systems
International journal of computational engineering science (IJCES)
International journal of computational fluid dynamics
International journal of computational geometry & applications
International journal of computational intelligence and applications
International journal of computer algebra in mathematics education
International journal of computer integrated manufacturing
International journal of computer mathematics
International journal of computer processing of oriental languages
International journal of computer vision
International journal of cooperative information systems : IJCIS
International journal of expert systems
International journal of flexible manufacturing systems
International journal of general systems
International journal of high speed computing
International journal of high speed electronics
International journal of human-computer interaction
International journal of information security
International journal of information technology & decision making
International journal of knowledge-based and intelligent engineering systems
International journal of law and information technology
International journal of network management
International journal of smart engineering system design
International journal of systematic theology : IJST
International journal of systems science
International journal of technology and design education
International journal of technology management & sustainable development.
International journal of uncertainty, fuzziness, and knowledge-based systems
International journal on software tools for technology transfer
International review of law, computers & technology
Internet & electronic commerce strategies
Internet Access Industry Profile: United States
Internet and technology law desk reference / Michael D. Scott
Internet business
Internet business advantage (Louisville, Ky.)
Internet business news
Internet for business
Internet health care magazine
Internet journal of medical simulation and technology
Internet journal of medical technology
Internet journal of nanotechnology
Internet Law - Business - data Hosting
Internet Law - Business - data Processing Services
Internet Law - Business - database Services
Internet Law - Business - e-Commerce
Internet Law - Business - Electronic Information
Internet Law - Business - e-Marketing
Internet Law - Business - Internet Information
Internet Law - Business - Internet Service Providers
Internet Law - Business - Internet Services
Internet Law - Business - Investment Services
Internet Law - Business - telecommunications
Internet Law - Legal - computer Law
Internet Law - Legal - data Protection
Internet Law - Legal - database Protection
Internet Law - Legal - Encryption technology
Internet Law - Legal - Internet Taxation
Internet Law - Legal - Security
Internet wire
Internet world (Westport, Conn. 1998)
InternetWeek (Manhasset, N.Y.)
Internetwork (Fort Washington, Pa.)
IOMA's report on managing HR information systems
IP Asia : intellectual property, marketing and communications law
IP Core network Analyst
IP law & business
IP litigator
IP Mediation
IP profiles
IPR strategic business information database
ISP business monthly newsletter
ISP Industry Profile: France
Issues in science and technology
IT architect
IT Business News
IT Consulting & Other Services Industry Profile: Global
IT Consulting & Services Industry Profile: Global
IT Contracts
IT cost management strategies
IT Expenditure in eBanking Industry Profile: Denmark
IT for industry
IT health care strategist
IT professional
IT Services Industry Profile: Global
IT Today
IT training
ITNow
iTV Gambling Industry Profile: France
Japan Corporate News network (JCNN)
JCNN Newswire - Japan Corporate News network
JCNN News Summaries - Japan Corporate News network
John Marshall journal of computer & information law
Journal of advanced manufacturing systems
Journal of broadcasting & electronic media
Journal of business forecasting methods & systems
Journal of cases on information technology
Journal of chemical information and computer sciences
Journal of circuits, systems, and computers
Journal of computer assisted learning
Journal of computer information systems
Journal of computer security
Journal of computer-aided molecular design
Journal of computers in mathematics and science teaching
Journal of computing in childhood education
Journal of computing in civil engineering
Journal of computing in higher education
JOURNAL OF data MANAGEMENT
Journal of database management
Journal of database marketing
Journal of database marketing & customer strategy management
Journal of Direct, data and Digital Marketing Practice
Journal of educational computing research
Journal of educational technology systems
Journal of geographical systems
Journal of global information management
Journal of global information technology management: JGITM
Journal of high speed networks
Journal of high technology law
Journal of high technology management research
Journal of information ethics
Journal of information systems
Journal of information systems education
Journal of information technology
Journal of information technology Case and Application Research
Journal of intelligent & fuzzy systems
Journal of intelligent information systems
Journal of interconnection networks
Journal of law and technology
Journal of law, technology & policy
Journal of management information systems
Journal of manufacturing systems
Journal of manufacturing technology management
Journal of network and systems management
Journal of organizational and end user computing
Journal of organizational computing and electronic commerce
Journal of quality technology
Journal of research of the National Institute of Standards and technology
Journal of research on technology in education
Journal of special education technology
Journal of structural learning and intelligent systems
Journal of supercomputing
Journal of systems and software
Journal of systems management
Journal of technology and teacher education
Journal of technology law & policy
Journal of technology studies
Journal of technology transfer
Journal of the American Society for Information Science and technology
Journal of the Association for computing Machinery
Journal of the Association for information systems
Journal of validation technology
Journal on educational resources in computing
Journal on telecommunications & high technology law
Knowledge and information systems
Knowledge, technology, & policy
Law office computing
Law technology news
Law, science and policy: an international journal
Law/technology
Learning and leading with technology
Learning, media and technology
Library computing (Thousand Oaks, Calif.)
Library hi tech
Library media connection
Library technology reports
Lifetime data analysis
Literary and linguistic computing
Loyola intellectual property & high technology law quarterly
Loyola law and technology annual
Maclean's (Toronto)
Macworld (San Francisco, Calif.)
Mainframe computing
Malaysian journal of library & information science
Managed network services news
Managing accounting systems & technology
Managing Large systems
Managing office technology
Manufacturing Question & Answer: How Manufacturers Can Leverage Wireless technology
Manufacturing Question & Answer: Include Technical Product data in EIM system Design
Manufacturing Question & Answer: Set IT Priorities to Use Technical Product data Collaboratively
Manufacturing Research Report: Best-in-Class Lean Manufacturing Leverages information technology
Manufacturing systems
Manufacturing systems Europe
Marketing computers
MarketWatch: technology
MarketWatch: Telecoms
MarketWatch: Wireless
Mathematical and computer modeling of dynamical systems methods, tools and applications in engineering and related sciences
Mathematics and computer education
Media & methods
Mediaweek (New York, N.Y.)
Medical & biological engineering & computing
Methodology and computing in applied probability
Michigan telecommunications and technology law review
Mini-micro systems
MIT's technology review
Mobile entertainment
Mobile Instant Messaging
Mobile internet
Mobile internet (London)
Mobile matters
Mobile media : MM
Mobile networks and applications
Mobile phone news
Mobile Phones Industry Profile: Asia-Pacific
Mobile radio technology
Multimedia information & technology
network (Research Triangle Park)
network (San Francisco, Calif. 1997)
network computing
network Magazine
network News
network news - National Women's Health network (U.S.)
network Security Industry Profile: Global
network solutions
network world
networker (Association for computing Machinery)
networking Equipment Industry Profile: Asia-Pacific
networking management
networks
networks and spatial economics
networks update
Neural computing & applications
New generation computing
New media age
New media week
New review of information networking
New technology week
New technology, work, and employment
Newsbytes News network
OEM magazine
Office administration and automation
Office systems (Georgetown, Conn.)
Office systems Research Journal
Omni
Online (Weston, Conn.)
Online cl@ssroom
Online information review
Online learning magazine
Online user
Open systems today
Operations research
OR, operational research quarterly
ORSA journal on computing
PC business products
PC Consumer Internet Access Industry Profile: Belgium
PC magazine (New York, N.Y.)
PC magazine (UK ed.)
PC Magazine.com
PC quest : the personal computing magazine
PC semanal
PC today
PC week (U.S. ed.)
PC world
PC/computing (New York, N.Y.)
PCNetter newsletter
PCs Industry Profile: United States
PCS systems & technology
Performance computing
Personal computing
Personal computing (Mexico)
Perspectives in computing / IBM
Product News network
Queueing systems
R & D (Highlands Ranch, Colo.)
R & D management
R & Directions
Research technology management
Residential systems
Review of public data use
Richmond journal of law & technology
Rutgers computer & technology law journal
Santa Clara computer and high-technology law journal
Satellite broadband
Satellite communications
Satellite communications
Satellite today (Potomac, Md.)
Satellite Trader
Satellite week
School library media research
Science of computer programming
Science, technology, & human values
Scientific computing
Scientific computing & instrumentation
Security systems news
Security technology & design
SIAM journal on applied dynamical systems
SIAM journal on computing
SIAM journal on scientific computing
Smart computing
Smart reseller
Software and systems modeling
Software law journal
Software magazine (Westborough, Mass.)
Software news
Software quality journal
Software world
Software, practice & experience
Storage Area networks Industry Profile: Global
Surveying and land information systems
Syracuse Law and technology Journal
system dynamics review
systems integration
systems integration business
systems research and behavioral science
systems Software Industry Profile: Global
Tapping the network journal
technology review (1998)
technology teacher
technology transfer week
technology Wire
TechTrends
Telecom Asia : technology for the Asian/Pacific
telemark network = Ya-chou tien hsing
telecommunications Americas
Telephone IP news
Television broadcast (2005)
Television broadcast's digitalTV
Television business international
Television Europe
Theory of computing systems
Tulane journal of technology and intellectual property (2001)
TWICE – This Week in Consumer Electronics
Ubiquity - Association for computing Machinery
UCLA Journal of Law and technology
University of Ottawa law and technology journal
Virginia journal of law and technology
Vision systems design
Voice & data : the communications magazine
Voice +
Voice technology news
Web commerce today
Web ecology
Web finance
Web intelligence and agent systems
Wired (San Francisco, Calif.)
Wireless Advertising Industry Profile: United States
Wireless Asia